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Using chosen evocative words reflectively within creative meditation enables the soul-
infusing-personality to model and sound the higher note of its personal wisdom, thereby 
influencing not only its own psyche but those of others.   

 

Human beings are innately designed to meditate creatively.  Reflecting on a topic will 
eventually bring the mind to a point where there is nothing else to ponder. The mind has 
explored all that is familiar to it and has gathered its focus of attention to a point.  Holding the 
mind steady, silent and still at this point enables the abstract mind to align with the realm of 
ideas where it becomes open and receptive to new ideas and impressions.  Gradually the 
light of greater understanding is anchored in the mind and stimulates the individual to 
visualise and creatively imagine how to make use of these new insights and concepts.  
Eventually the inspiration received and recognised translates into action of some kind. 

Creative Meditation, working with the qualities of the soul, inspires the personality to sing its 
song and thereby to share more of the gifts of the heart with others. In this way it fulfils its 
role to serve as its plays its part in the game of life.  
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The Sundial House Group & The Barcelona Group for Creative Meditation   

 
www.creativegroupmeditation.org   www.creativemeditation.net  sundialcentre@btinternet.com  


